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LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION and 
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(2) LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Learning outcomes 

The course learning outcomes, specific knowledge, skills and competences of an appropriate level, which the students will acquire 
with the successful completion of the course are described. 

Consult Appendix A  

• Description of the level of learning outcomes for each qualifications cycle, according to the Qualifications Framework of the 

European Higher Education Area 

• Descriptors for Levels 6, 7 & 8 of the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning and Appendix B 

• Guidelines for writing Learning Outcomes  

 

The learning outcomes focus on students gaining a systematic and applied in-depth 
knowledge of modern theoretical principles and empirical approaches and instruments to 
shipping corporate finance decisions. Emphasis is placed on the appraisal of critical 
investment, financing and operational managerial decisions; this can support shipping 
companies remain competitive and sustain corporate growth in a highly volatile and risky 
setting. The course provides a solid, integrated framework towards efficient shipping finance 
management in a global perspective. 

 

The learning outcomes, more specifically, are outlined as: 
- understand the core functions, properties, rigidities and risks of shipping markets 

from a ship finance perspective  



- comprehend fundamental principles, approaches and instruments in efficient 

financial management of shipping companies 

- appraise strategic investment decisions to support shipping corporate growth 

- evaluate modern sources and tools to fund raising of shipping companies:  

banking sector and international capital markets 

- implement efficient financial risk management strategies with shipping derivatives  

- incorporate best managerial practices in shipping corporate governance. 

General Competences  
Taking into consideration the general competences that the degree-holder must acquire (as these appear in the Diploma 
Supplement and appear below), at which of the following does the course aim? 

Search for, analysis and synthesis of data and information, 
with the use of the necessary technology  
Adapting to new situations  
Decision-making  
Working independently  
Team work 
Working in an international environment  
Working in an interdisciplinary environment  
Production of new research ideas  

Project planning and management  
Respect for difference and multiculturalism  
Respect for the natural environment  
Showing social, professional and ethical responsibility and 
sensitivity to gender issues  
Criticism and self-criticism  
Production of free, creative and inductive thinking 
…… 
Others… 
……. 

 
- Search for, analysis and synthesis of data and information, with the use of the 

necessary technology 

- Adaptation to new situations 

- Decision-making 

- Working independently 

- Team work 

- Working in an international environment 

- Working in an interdisciplinary environment 

- Project planning and management 

- Production of new research ideas. 
 

(3) SYLLABUS 

The course provides an integrated framework of modern principles and practices in applied 
shipping finance, for companies operating in a competitive and risky globalized setting. The 
course covers the following modules: recent developments and trends in shipping financial 
management; characteristics of international shipping markets; fund raising mechanisms in 
shipping business; security issues in international capital markets; capital structure and cost 
of capital of shipping companies; financial risk management with shipping derivatives.  

 

The course develops, more specifically, on the following modules: 
- Fundamental Properties of International Shipping Markets  

- Critical Corporate Financial Management Decisions in Shipping 

- Strategic Investment Decisions of Shipping Companies 

- Financing Shipping Companies and Cost of Capital 

- Ship Bank Lending and International Financial Markets 

- Financial Risk Management Strategies with Shipping Derivatives 

- Corporate Governance Principles in Shipping Companies. 



(4) TEACHING and LEARNING METHODS - EVALUATION 

DELIVERY 
Face-to-face, Distance learning, etc. 

Face-to-face, physical presence in class 

and implementation of e-class platform 

USE OF INFORMATION AND 
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY  

Use of ICT in teaching, laboratory education, 
communication with students 

Use of ICT in teaching, laboratory education, 
communication with students, based on synchronous 
and interactive technologies. 

TEACHING METHODS 
The manner and methods of teaching are 
described in detail. 
Lectures, seminars, laboratory practice, 
fieldwork, study and analysis of bibliography, 
tutorials, placements, clinical practice, art 
workshop, interactive teaching, educational 
visits, project, essay writing, artistic creativity, 
etc. 
 
The student's study hours for each learning 
activity are given as well as the hours of non-
directed study according to the principles of the 
ECTS 

Activity Semester workload 

Lectures 39 hours 

Lecture Preparation 40 hours 

Seminars 16 hours 

Case Studies 10 hours 

Project Assignment 20 hours 

  

  

  

  

Course Total  125 hours 
 

STUDENT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Description of the evaluation procedure 
 
Language of evaluation, methods of evaluation, 
summative or conclusive, multiple choice 
questionnaires, short-answer questions, open-
ended questions, problem solving, written work, 
essay/report, oral examination, public 
presentation, laboratory work, clinical 
examination of patient, art interpretation, other 
 
Specifically-defined evaluation criteria are given, 
and if and where they are accessible to students. 

 
Student evaluation procedures and final grading in the 
course are based on the weighted combination of:  
- written exam: (70%)  
- empirical project assignment and personal class 
  participation: (30%).  
 
Language of student evaluation: 
Greek with specialized terminology in English. 
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